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mode is a sample from the (high-dimensional) prior. Developing split-merge algorithms similar to those developed in [50]
for the DP mixture model could be useful in ameliorating these
issues.
Overall, the formulation we developed herein represents a
flexible, Bayesian nonparametric model for describing complex
dynamical phenomena and discovering simple underlying temporal structures.
APPENDIX
MNIW General Method: For the experiments of
and
. This choice centers
Section IV-A, we set
the mass of the prior around stable dynamic matrices while
allowing for considerable variability. The inverse-Wishart
degrees of freedom. For the
portion is given
, where
HDP-AR-HMM, we set the scale matrix
. Setting the prior directly
from the data can help move the mass of the distribution to
reasonable values of the parameter space. Since each new considered dynamical mode is associated with a set of parameters
sampled from the prior distribution and this dynamical mode
is compared against others that have already been informed by
the data, setting the base measure in this manner can improve
mixing rates over a noninformative setting. For an HDP-SLDS
and
and
, we set
. We
with
then set the inverse-Wishart prior on the measurement noise,
, to have
and
. For
, see [42].
Partially Supervised Honey Bee Experiments: For the partially supervised experiments of Section IV-C, we set
. Since we are not shifting and scaling the observations,
to 0.75 times the empirical covariance of the first difwe set
, making the disference observations. We also use
tribution tighter than in the unsupervised case. Examining first
differences is appropriate since the bee’s dynamics are better approximated as a random walk than as i.i.d. observations. Using
raw observations in the unsupervised approach creates a larger
expected covariance matrix making the prior on the dynamic
matrix less informative, which is useful in the absence of other
labeled data.
Ibovespa Stock Index Experiments: For the HDP-SLDS
variant of the MSSV model of (38), we rely on the N-IW-N
prior described in Section V-A. For the dynamic parameter
and process noise mean
, we use
priors. The
was given 3 degrees of freedom and an exIW prior on
. Finally, each component of the mixpected value of
ture-of-Gaussian measurement noise was given an IW prior with
, which
3 degrees of freedom and an expected value of
matches with the moment-matching technique of Harvey et al.
[45].
For the HDP-SLDS comparison using the model of Table I,
,
,
and
we use a MNIW prior with
. The IW prior on was given
and an
expected covariance of 25. Our sampler initializes parameters
from the prior and we found it useful to set the prior around
large values of in order to avoid initial samples chattering between dynamical regimes caused by the state sequence having
to account for the noise in the observations. After accounting
for the residuals of the data in the posterior distribution, we typ.
ically learned
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